STI Board Meeting

John Domingue

STI Board Meeting, Heraklion, Crete, May 2011
Agenda

- 1:30pm Welcome (10min) [John Domingue]
- 1:40pm Events (1 hour 20 mins) [John Domingue] (including ESWC [Elena], ESTC [Alex], FIS [Dieter], Summit, SS, GA [John],
- 3:00 Internationalization and growth (40 mins) [Alex Whaler] (America [John], SMEs [Alex]
- 3:40pm Coffee Break (30 mins)
- 4:10pm On-line strategy (30 mins) [Dieter Fensel] (including Web 2.0 [Dieter] and Web 3.0 [John])
- 4:40pm Organization (40 mins) [Dieter Fensel] (admin [Dieter] and finances [Alex])
- 5:20pm Break (10 mins)
- 5:30pm Report from the Fellows (20 mins) [Jim Hendler]
- 5:50pm Closing (10min) [John Domingue]
- 6:00pm Close